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Abstract 

During a design process, designers are supported by several purposive product models. To enable designers 

to switch between them, researchers need to consider the linking of product models during their development. 

To assist researchers in doing so, the capabilities of a standardizing description approach, stances towards 

product models, was investigated. The results show that the description approach was able to identify 

indicators of linking possibilities by facilitating comparability. This is a step towards assisting researchers in 

considering the linking of product models systematically. 
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1. Introduction 
In engineering design, models of a product are essential tools for designers to describe, visualize, and 

shape thoughts for themselves or to communicate with others (e.g., Buur and Andreasen, 1989; Maier 

et al., 2014). These product models may represent different aspects of technical systems (Hubka and 

Eder, 1990), address different purposes (Buur and Andreasen, 1989), or exist in different mediums 

(Jones et al., 2020) throughout a design process. A design process requires different product models 

because all models are limited in their capabilities (Maier et al., 2014) and no model can cover all use 

cases. Therefore, a sequence of product models is created through a design process (Andreasen, 1994), 

which requires switching between these product models. Switching enables designers to select a product 

model appropriate for the point in time and situation (Jones et al., 2020). For example, Grauberger et 

al. (2020) addressed the switching between two product models in the use case of robustness evaluation. 

They linked the Contact and Channel Model (C&C²-M)(based on Matthiesen et al., 2019b), which 

focuses on embodiment-function relationships, and the Tolerance Graph (based on Goetz et al., 2018), 

which focuses on robustness evaluation. Thereby, this link enables the efficient combination of two 

models for an improved early robustness evaluation. Hence, product models are essential tools for 

designers and should be linked to each other by researchers to enable the efficient use of the right 

models, at the right time, and in the right situation in a design process. 

The possibilities for linking product models are considered during the development or advancement of 

a product model or are identified in retrospect when comparing different product models. In both cases, 

the identification of linking possibilities relies on the descriptions of the product models and the ability 

of researchers to understand the descriptions properly. But product model descriptions lack a commonly 

applied structure and vocabulary. This can be illustrated by comparing the description of the Design 

Structure Matrix (DSM) by Palani Rajan et al. (2005) with that of Alizon et al. (2007). They describe 

different aspects of the DSM, structure these aspects differently, and use different vocabularies to refer 

to the described aspects (Paehler et al., 2023). In contrast, a common vocabulary reflects a shared 
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understanding within a domain (Gruber, 1993) and counteracts ambiguity (Štorga et al., 2010). Thereby, 

the ability to describe product models using a shared understanding and without ambiguity affects the 

identification of linking possibilities. It is therefore necessary to describe product models in such a 

comparable, standardized way that linking possibilities can be identified, so that researchers can take 

them into account in model development and provide designers with the appropriate knowledge for 

model selection and use. 

Different approaches to describing multiple product models in a comparable way can be distinguished 

in the current state of research. 

• Weidmann et al. (2017) and Matthiesen et al. (2019a) categorized product models in retrospect 

based on predefined categories and their possible values. Examples of categories used by 

Weidmann et al. (2017) are the discipline of use, type of depiction, and the type of information. 

These were partly adopted by Matthiesen et al. (2019a). Still, they pursued different aims. While 

Weidmann et al. (2017) used categorization to investigate the interdisciplinary character of 

product models in retrospect, Matthiesen et al. (2019a) aimed at their methodical selection. 

• Buur and Andreasen (1989) and Paehler et al. (2023) focused on defining and structuring 

fundamental concepts when developing and discussing product models or the modelling 

activity. An example of such a concept used by both is the purpose of modelling. Buur and 

Andreasen (1989) applied the concepts to derive the need to develop new models and used the 

concepts to characterise them. In comparison, Paehler et al. (2023) understood the defined 

concepts as a means for discourse among researchers when developing or handling models with 

the aim of facilitating comparability, avoiding misunderstandings, and identifying 

commonalities, while mentioning the linking of product models as a sub-goal. 

• Eisenbart et al. (2011) and Kohn (2014) provided frameworks that aim to establish a common 

ground for information about product models. Eisenbart et al. (2011) built their framework 

around the basic idea of design states which resemble similar information, with the aim of 

comparing product models within the design states across disciplines. In contrast, Kohn (2014) 

was guided by the idea of being able to bring together extensive knowledge for product model 

use in practice and thereby support designers in their work with product models. Both of them 

picked up elements of the previously described approaches. 

Of these approaches, only Paehler et al.'s (2023) approach is aimed at researchers, focusses the 

development and advancement of models, and explicitly mentions the linking of different product 

models as an aim. This approach consists of a classification-oriented, a functionality-oriented, and a 

message-oriented stance towards product models. However, the problem is that it is not known whether 

or how these stances in fact facilitate the identification of linking possibilities between different product 

models in engineering design research. 

To solve the above mentioned problem, this article investigates the systematic comparison of product 

models with respect to their potential for linkage with other product models based on the stances of 

Paehler et al. (2023). To this end, the research question is: To what extent can the stances towards 

product models be applied to identify commonalities between different product models in engineering 

design in terms of their potential for linking with each other? The answer to this research question will 

allow conclusions to be drawn about the suitability of the description approach for the targeted 

identification of linking possibilities between product models. This will be a basis for further research 

into the efficient combination of different product models within a design process. 

2. Materials and methods 
To answer the research question, the following scenario was considered: An existing technical system 

was to be analysed in terms of its working mechanism through the use of product models. During this 

analysis, several product models needed to be built to cover the different aspects of the technical system. 

As the relevant aspects were spread over the product models, these had to be considered in conjunction 

with each other for the analysis which would benefit from linking the models. Therefore, the product 

models built on the basis of this scenario could be used to evaluate the contribution of the stances to the 

identification of linking possibilities. 
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For use in the scenario, an angle grinder was selected as a technical system. The angle grinder and its 

representation are introduced in Section 2.1. The procedure from the representation of the angle grinder 

to answering the research question was as follows: 

1. Three product models were built that could be used to analyse the angle grinder. These were a 

DSM, a Function Structure, and a C&C²-M. The models are briefly introduced and their 

selection described in Section 2.2.  

2. All product models built were subsequently translated into the stances on product models 

according to Paehler et al. (2023). The stances are introduced in Section 2.3.  

3. In the end, the stances of the product models were compared and evaluated with regard to the 

identification of linking possibilities to answer the research question. 

2.1. The technical system 

The drive train of a Fein WSG 8-125 angle grinder was considered. An angle grinder is a power tool 

consisting of an exchangeable tool attached to a hand-held machine. It is used to cut or grind workpieces, 

depending on the tool being used. The exchangeable tool is flat and round, for instance, a grinding 

wheel, and is rotated at high speed. The axis of rotation of the tool is perpendicular to the main axis of 

the handle. This technical system was chosen for the following reasons:  

• Combination of disciplines: The interaction of mechanical and electrical components is a 

realistic requirement regarding the capabilities of product models and their interdisciplinary 

nature when used in today's design processes. 

• System complexity: The behaviour of the system, e.g., with regard to the resulting vibrations, 

is influenced by a large number of relevant parameters and their interactions (Sturm et al., 2020), 

which must be represented for an analysis of the technical system. 

• System dimensions: The dimensions of the technical system and the number of components are 

of a manageable scale in the context of this explorative investigation. 

Figure 1 shows an exploded view of the technical system. This view was used as a starting point for the 

building of all product models to exclude any influences due to different initial design representations. 

 
Figure 1. Exploded view of the technical system under consideration, a Fein WSG 8-125 angle 

grinder (C. & E. Fein Service GmbH, 2023) 
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2.2. The product models being built 

The product models chosen as examples for this study were the DSM as described by Browning (2001), 

Function Structure as described by Pahl et al. (1996), and C&C²-M as described by Matthiesen et al. 

(2018). These product models were chosen because they all represent different aspects of the technical 

system, can be used simultaneously in a design process, and are used for different purposes. Further, 

they are all abstract product models, as the abstract character is expected to present a greater demand 

for the description approach. As such, they represent a sample group of product models where frequent 

and rapid switching may occur in the application and are therefore particularly suitable for this 

investigation. 

The DSM, more specifically the component-based DSM, is a representation and analysis tool which 

displays the relationships between components as a square matrix on the level of decomposition of a 

technical system (Browning, 2001)(for an example, see Figure 2). The Function Structure depicts the 

sub-functions and their interactions as well as the type of interaction when interplaying to achieve the 

overall function as a block diagram, being independent of a certain solution (Pahl et al., 1996)(for an 

example, see Figure 3). The C&C²-M explicitly represents the relationships between embodiment and 

function by employing abstracting model elements and application rules and is intended for the analysis 

of existing technical systems as well as the development of new solutions (Matthiesen et al., 2018)(for 

an example, see Figure 4). Please refer to the original product model references for more information. 

2.3. The applied description approach 

The product model stances according to Paehler et al. (2023) were developed for describing product 

models in engineering design research with the aim of facilitating comparability, avoiding 

misunderstandings and identifying commonalities with the state of research, thereby also supporting the 

linking of different product models. There are three stances, with each stance containing a vocabulary 

for a set of related concepts within a contextual structure, representing a particular stance towards 

product models for their development and advancement. The stances are as follows: 

• The classification-oriented stance looks at product models in terms of how they contribute to a 

design process. This is done by considering the collective purpose, which describes the basic 

operation of the designer that the model is intended to address; the individual purpose, which 

specifies the tangible reason for use in a particular design process; attributes that differentiate a 

product model from other models; and the core idea, which embodies the underlying 

mechanism of action of the model. 

• The functionality-oriented stance regards product models in terms of their use as target-oriented 

tools in a design process. This includes the input as the initial set of descriptive features used to 

build the product model; the sequence of actions performed, i.e., the modelling; and the output 

as the articulation of information available in the defined modelling language. 

• The message-oriented stance treats product models as objects carrying attributes of a design, 

used for communication between designers and/or systems. In this respect, this stance combines 

the medium of the model as the means by which the model is handled in space; the modelling 

language as the way in which data, information or knowledge is present; and the captured 

construct, i.e. data, information or knowledge, retrievable by the recipient of the model. 

3. Results and discussion 
The results are presented according to the procedure described in Section 2. The product models of the 

technical system that have been built based on Figure 1 represent the first step and are provided in Figure 

2, Figure 3, and Figure 4 on the following page. Applying the description approach resulted in the three 

stances for each product model. To compare the product models, the resulting stances were sorted by 

stance. That is, the classification-oriented stance of each of the three product models was grouped into 

one figure, as were the functionality-oriented and message-oriented stance. In the following subsections, 

the findings in terms of similar and exactly matching parts of the product model descriptions are 

discussed separately for each stance. Subsequently the stance-specific findings are consolidated and 

evaluated to answer the research question. 
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Figure 2. The Design Structure Matrix (DSM) depicts the interactions between the system 

elements of the angle grinder (colouring corresponds to subsystems; numbering corresponds to 
the part numbers from Figure 1; built according to Browning (2001); labels of the interactions 

according to Pimmler and Eppinger (1994)) 

 
Figure 3. The Function Structure breaks down the overall function of the angle grinder into 

related sub-functions (built according to Pahl et al. (1996)) 

 
Figure 4. The Contact and Channel Model (C&C²-M) applies defined model elements to depict 

the working structure of the angle grinder (built according to Matthiesen et al. (2018)) 
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3.1. The classification-oriented stance 

Figure 5 provides the resulting classification-oriented stance for each product model based on the 

underlying concepts including marked similar and exactly matching parts. For the concept collective 

purpose, the basic operation of engineering design as stated by Buur and Andreasen (1989) was 

determined for each model based on the reference used to build it. The concept individual purpose was 

formulated based on the reason for applying each model in the studied case of angle grinder analysis. 

For the third concept, attribute, the classification of product models according to Matthiesen et al. 

(2019a) was referred to. The concept core idea, in turn, was derived from the references of the product 

models by abstraction. Hence, the content of the classification-oriented stance is based on the 

descriptions of the product models in their references and existing classifications as well as on the 

scenario in which they were considered. 

The comparison between the product models shows matches between the C&C²-M and the Function 

Structure for the collective purpose and between all models for the attribute. These matches arise from 

the re-use of existing classifications or categories, such as in Matthiesen et al. (2019a) or Weidmann et 

al. (2017). As such, these matches do not offer new findings, but rather reproduce the current state of 

research. 

Two similarities can also be identified: the individual purpose between C&C²-M and DSM and the core 

idea between DSM and Function Structure. In the case of the individual purpose, C&C²-M and DSM 

each establish a relationship between the components or elements of the technical system and the 

fulfilment of the main function. In the core idea of the DSM and Function Structure, a decomposition 

of an aspect of the system is mentioned. Both of these similarities are due to descriptions that can be 

found in multiple product models in the literature (e.g., Albers et al., 2019; Eisenbart et al., 2017; Leu 

et al., 2009). This means that the similarities reflect common elements from the literature and have been 

confirmed by the comparison. 

 
Figure 5. Overview of the resulting classification-oriented stances (matches marked in orange; 

similarities marked in blue) 
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3.2. The functionality-oriented stance 

Figure 6 provides the resulting functionality-oriented stance for each product model based on the 

underlying concepts including marked similar and exactly matching parts. The input resulted from the 

chosen procedure of this study, in which the explosion view of the angle grinder was constant for all 

models. Modelling and output, meanwhile, were based on the application of the modelling steps to be 

performed according to the references of the models and their outcome when applied in the scenario of 

the angle grinder. Thus, the content of the concepts in this stance originates from a combination of the 

method described in Section 2 and the product models created from it. 

The match between all three product models in the input is the explosion view of the angle grinder (see 

Figure 1), which was consistently used as a starting point in the scenario of this study. Therefore, no 

conclusions can be drawn from this match, but rather the need for further investigation with different 

inputs or when developing without an existing product. 

When considering modelling, a similarity can be seen between the DSM and the Function Structure: 

both document or specify the relationships between represented aspects of the technical system and the 

types of these relationships. However, the represented aspects are different. While the DSM relates 

system elements to each other, the Function Structure relates sub-functions. Thus, this similarity could 

be detached from the represented aspect of the system, as it is found in the product models themselves, 

by the description. The relevance of relationships can be found analogously in the fundamentals of 

technical systems, according to which functions arise through interactions of different elements (Pahl et 

al., 1996). Meanwhile, in the case of the types of relationships, due to a lack of further specification 

what types of relationships are meant, it remains open whether these are also similar or if they overlap. 

 
Figure 6. Overview of the resulting functionality-oriented stances (matches marked in orange; 

similarities marked in blue) 
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references of the models, as it may change in different scenarios. Consequently, the descriptions in this 

stance are based on the way the modeller worked, the references of the models, and the models built. 

Considering the medium, all three product models show a match as they existed virtually. This is due to 

the preference of the modeller to build all models digital. It would also have been possible to create the 

models physically. Nevertheless, this match shows that it is possible to create all three models virtually 

and therefore also to share or manipulate them virtually. 

With regard to the modelling language, a similarity can be seen between the DSM and the Function 

Structure. They both represent relationships and also have similarities in the types of relationships that 

can be represented. While a similarity with regard to the representation of relationships has already been 

identified in the functionality-oriented stance, the types of relationships can be considered in more detail 

here. In both cases, the types energy and material occur identically, while signal and information can 

also refer to the same thing. Comparing this with the depiction in the models, however, these 

relationships and their types are depicted differently. There is therefore a similarity here with regard to 

the information represented in the modelling languages, even if their depiction differs. 

The captured construct of the C&C²-M and the function structure show a similarity again, which has 

already occurred with the individual purpose: the reference to the main function of the technical system. 

Likewise, it can be seen to reflect a common concept regarding product models in general. 

 
Figure 7. Overview of the resulting message-oriented stances (matches marked in orange; 

similarities marked in blue) 
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However, this does not answer the question of whether the way in which these relationships exist is 

suitable for a link. Consequently, individual indicators are present in the form of similarities and 

matches, but the stances do not manage to merge them or relate them to each other to identify links. 

Ultimately, the application of the stances showed that only indicators for potential linkages between 

product models could be systematically derived. The similarities and matches between the descriptions 

of the product models were not detailed enough and the relationships within the descriptions were too 

vague to derive linking possibilities from the descriptions. For new linkage possibilities, the indicators 

therefore need to be pursued and investigated beyond the stances. 

This contribution is limited in that as it did not consider more product models or different users of the 

description approach. Due to the selection of three product models, it can not be excluded that a larger 

number of product models would not have resulted in more similarities and matches. Such a larger 

number would have provided a broader basis for evaluation of the description approach. Further, the 

transferability of the findings to other product models can not be assessed based on the three investigated 

models. This limitation should be further investigated by looking at other product models. Furthermore, 

the product models and their descriptions were built by the same person. Since both the building of the 

models and their descriptions have degrees of freedom, e.g., the level of detail of the descriptions, an 

influence of the user can not be excluded. It is therefore unclear to what extent an enlargement of the 

considered product models or variation of the user would have influenced the findings. 

4. Conclusion 
In this contribution, the feasibility of using a standardising description approach for product models to 

identify linking possibilities between them was investigated. It was shown that the used description 

approach, stances on product models according to Paehler et al. (2023), was able to identify indicators 

for linking possibilities. However, these indicators need further investigation as the description approach 

did not provide enough details for an assessment of the linking possibilities. This shortcoming could be 

addressed by extending the stances, methodically combining the individual indications and providing 

criteria for a link. With this in mind, the application of such a description approach is only a first step 

towards the systematic identification of linking possibilities and needs to be continued. The further 

continuation is necessary in order to be able to provide research with more appropriate tools to 

investigate linking possibilities in the future and thereby to be able to provide designers and developers 

of design processes in practice with efficiently usable product models. 
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